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At a glance
•• We researched 60 annual reports published by the FTSE 100 to see how they reported on Brexit
•• 95% mentioned Brexit in their latest annual report (57 companies)
•• Over half mentioned Brexit in both the strategic report and the corporate governance statement
•• 62% changed their principal risk disclosures in response to Brexit (37 companies) – none changed their
business model
•• 58% thought one of the risks of Brexit for them related to the geopolitical or economic environment
(35 companies) – almost all of the 62% that changed their principal risk disclosures
•• However, none of them provide much in the way of potential and actual impacts, assumption or
sensitivities around Brexit
•• To manage Brexit, 38% of our sample (23 companies) disclosed some form of contingency planning
or scenario planning – which we would recommend as a key way of managing uncertainty
•• 12% identified opportunities around Brexit (7 companies) which we analysed into four key opportunities
(depreciation of sterling, focus on new ways of working, sector specific opportunities, simplification of
regulation)
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The impact of Brexit
Foreword from David Noon

Dear Public Company Director,
In June last year, the UK voted to leave the European Union. The Prime Minister triggered
Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty in March 2017, starting a two-year countdown for exit
negotiations.
The immediate aftermath of the referendum result was market volatility and in particular
foreign exchange volatility for the pound. This had a swift impact on competitiveness of UK
exports and on how attractive assets denominated in sterling appeared to a global market.
These changes have of course, had a knock-on effect on company performance for
reporters in sterling with overseas operations and on the profitability of importers from
higher imported input prices and the consequential squeeze on UK households. Asset
valuations have also changed.
The FRC offered some advice on how to report on Brexit in a letter to investors ahead
of the 2017 reporting season, “As the economic and political effects are developed and
become more certain in the medium and longer term, we would expect Boards to provide
increasingly company specific disclosures with, ultimately, quantification of the effects.”
In this survey of FTSE 100 annual reports, we examine how companies have reported so
far on Brexit: First, whether they have identified Brexit or its consequences as a principal
risk; second, what they have said about how that risk is managed or mitigated, and, third,
what opportunities they are identifying from Brexit and communicating to shareholders
in their annual reports.
Our survey sample covered 60 annual reports from the FTSE 100 relating to year ends
between September 2016 and January 2017, which were prepared prior to the triggering of
Article 50 and the announcement of a general election. As you would expect, we found a
varied picture, and you will find the results of our analysis thought-provoking.
Of course, the UK is not the only country where public entities are expected to report
on the impact of Brexit to their business and there are more precise examples of what is
expected elsewhere in the EU, for instance from the French regulator, the Autorité des
marchés financiers (AMF):
“In consideration of the Brexit to come, the AMF requests that the companies concerned by this
event present and explain in their financial communication the exposure, potential and actual
impacts from a financial, operational and strategic perspective, as well as their response to the
risks. Companies are asked to explain in the financial statements the assumptions used for the
valuation of their assets and liabilities, and to present sensitivity analysis.”

“As the economic and
political effects are
developed and become
more certain in the
medium and longer term,
we would expect Boards
to provide increasingly
company specific
disclosures with,
ultimately, quantification
of the effects.”
FRC letter to investors
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Perhaps it is too early, but so far we have not seen any companies provide much in the
way of potential and actual impacts, assumptions or sensitivities. We expect company
communications to become more detailed as their arrangements to navigate Brexit take
shape. No companies indicated that Brexit would cause a change in their business model.
So, what advice do we have for companies considering how to tackle the topic of Brexit
in their annual reports?
•• Almost every company mentions the outcome of the referendum and whether they
consider Brexit to be a principal risk – even if it isn’t a principal risk for you, it is worth
letting shareholders know the topic is on your radar.
•• The better communications are specific to the individual company’s circumstances and
explain the risks or opportunities most relevant for shareholders to consider.
•• For some, Brexit has not introduced new risks so far, companies preferring to describe
enhanced impacts for existing risks – such as cost volatility or general economic
conditions.
•• The complexity of the range of outcomes makes it difficult to provide detailed analysis
of the potential impacts at this stage. Some better company communications focus on
explaining how companies are analysing the possibilities.
•• Necessity being the mother of invention, some companies are discussing investment
in technologies and techniques to cope with some of the potential impacts.
•• Finally, companies should remember as they approach this year’s reporting season that
the end of the two year exit negotiation period offered by Article 50 will be well within the
lookout period for longer term viability statements, so we will expect to see enhanced
disclosures around Brexit impacts within those statements.
We hope that you find this review a useful input to your company’s scenario planning
and informative as you shape communications for the coming year.
Do get in touch with your Deloitte partner, our specialists named in the contact list or the
Deloitte governance team if you would like to discuss any areas in more detail. And don’t
forget you can join us at the Deloitte Academy where we host live updates to air current
issues and enable you to swap notes with your peers.
Yours faithfully,

David Noon
UK Brexit Lead and Head of Risk Advisory
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“Whilst there
is wider macro-economic
uncertainty, we can
see this as a risk or
as an opportunity to
differentiate ourselves.”
Taylor Wimpey Plc Annual Report
and Accounts 2016, Chairman’s
introduction, p13
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1. Do companies disclose Brexit risks clearly?

1.1 The path to a trade agreement is far from simple
The triggering of Article 50 in March has increased the level of
focus on two key questions: First, what will our future trading
relationship with Europe look like; and, second, how can business
best prepare itself for this new world?
One of the unusual aspects of these trade negotiations will be the
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and trying
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1.2 Did companies mention Brexit in their latest annual
report?
95% of the companies surveyed mentioned Brexit in their annual
report (57 out of 60). The three that did not comprised one mining
company, one beverage company and a support services company.
No companies indicated that Brexit would cause a change in their
business model.
However, many of the companies that explored the issue of Brexit
concluded they did need to amend their principal risk disclosures.
In fact, 62% of companies (37 out of 60) changed their principal risk
disclosures in response to Brexit.
An example of a company that mentioned Brexit without amending
its principal risks is Kingfisher, which discloses the establishment
These presentations include the risk assessment for the Operating
ofCompany
a Brexitenabling
workingthe
group:
Audit Committee to monitor the risks and level
of control in place. Internal Audit also considers the risks at Operating
Company and Group level when developing the internal audit plan.

THIS YEAR’S UPDATE
Having followed the process set out above, and in light of a strategy
that remains unchanged, we have made no material changes to our
principal risks.
However, as part of this year’s risk assessment, we did consider the
impact of the result of the EU referendum on our principal risks. We have
established a Brexit working group to monitor developments and to keep
under review our principal risks and mitigations. Whilst the principal risks
currently remain unchanged, we recognise that Brexit may impact the
level of risk we face and this has been reflected in the statements made
regarding the change in risk.
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trade negotiations,
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leadership
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reviewed by the Group Executive and Board twice a year. Changes
qualitative risk statements, ensuring that risks are proactively managed to
industry.
to the principal risks and mitigation strategies are considered as part
the level agreed by the Board.
of this review. During the year, the Audit Committee reviews the risk
For business,
this process
means and
operating
an ongoing
The Corporate Governance report on page 52 gives further details on our
assessment
receives with
presentations
from sense
some ofofthe
Kingfisher
2016/17 Annual Report and Accounts, p39
governance processes.
uncertainty
no
matter
how
much
transparency
there
is during the
Operating Companies.
trade agreement negotiations, which of course will almost certainly
Some companies stated that existing business risks remain
be much longer than the two years permitted by Article 50 for the
unchanged, but Brexit will exaggerate the impacts.
exit negotiations.

Strategic pillars
Unified
& Unique
Offer

Digital

Operational
Efficiency

Retail
Operations

Risk
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Organisation of the company
Unifying our offer and processes
Price competitiveness
Sustainability delivery
Digital and format
Investment value
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Strategic report

In this section, we look at the nature of the ongoing uncertainty
around Brexit, to frame the context in which companies present
their risks. We then examine whether companies have mentioned
Brexit in their annual report and the nature of the risks and
impacts that were disclosed, including how specific companies
have been in describing the potential impact on their operations
and results.
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1.3 Where do companies discuss Brexit?
We also looked at the location of the Brexit disclosures to see
whether the disclosures are mainly risk focused in the strategic
report and/or whether Brexit was covered in the corporate
governance section of the annual report.

Figure 1. Of companies that mentioned Brexit,
where was the discussion in the annual report?
60

Figure 2. What was the nature of the principal risks
disclosed in relation to Brexit?
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As you will know, our strategy does more than just acknowledge that we
operate in this cyclical market, it is a fundamental part of it. Therefore, we
take a more proactive and ﬂexible approach to managing through the
cycle than has been historically done before, with a focus on creating long
term value and mitigating future risk. This approach is evident throughout
our business and in our performance and outlook. Your Board is conﬁdent
that because of this strategy, alongside a strong, well-capitalised balance
sheet and strategic land pipeline, Taylor Wimpey is optimally positioned for
the future, enabling us to perform well through all market conditions.

A responsible business

Taylor Wimpey Annual Report and Accounts 2016, p13
Health and safety will always be our non-negotiable top priority and
continues to be the ﬁrst item discussed at every plc Board and regional
board meeting throughout the business. Whilst our Annual Injury
Incidence Rate remains both below the Home Builders Federation (HBF)
Homebuilder Average and the Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
Construction Industry average, we remain fully committed to reducing
this further.

You may also recall last year, I updated you on the steps taken to improve
our customer service approach and performance. During 2016 we rolled
out a number of changes throughout the business, including enhancing
the structure of our Customer Service Teams, through the appointment of
a newly created role of Head of Customer Service in each of our 24
regional businesses. This is an area that will take time to fully embed and
4 will remain a priority, however I am pleased to report that we have received
good feedback from customers and employees on our new approach and
we have seen a positive trend in customer satisfaction scores during the

As with any business, we face a number of risks and opportunities
in the course of our day to day operations. Our risk management
process identiﬁes these risks and our procedures help to manage
and mitigate these. Our approach to risk management is set out
on pages 42 to 47.
The early signs of stability and resilience of the market following
the EU Referendum, which were encouraging, continued and we
believe the risk of material impact from this in the short term has
signiﬁcantly reduced. In line with our strategy, we will continue to
closely monitor market risks, particularly around long term mortgage
cost. However we believe that a cautiously regulated market and
low interest rate environment is likely to prolong the period of
stability that we are seeing in the UK housing market.
Whilst there is wider macro-economic uncertainty, we can see this
as a risk or as an opportunity to differentiate ourselves. We have a
clear strategy and a strong focus on where we can add further value
to the business. We believe that our approach to proactively
managing the business through the cycle differentiates Taylor
Wimpey and has positioned us to perform well through all
market conditions.
KEVIN BEESTON
Chairman

Access
to markets

What does the Board see as the
biggest opportunity and biggest
risk in 2017?

There is no doubt that following the European Union (EU) Referendum
result, there was a great deal of initial uncertainty. Share prices in the
housebuilding sector and certain other sectors fell dramatically and, whilst
it is pleasing to see that our share price has recovered from its low, it
serves to highlight that we operate in a cyclical market. Nevertheless,
during this period the market has continued to be resilient with continued
high levels of customer conﬁdence. You can ﬁnd more details on market
conditions on pages 16 to 17.
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Q&A
Firstly, and on behalf of your Board, I would like to begin my report to you
by thanking each and every employee in the Taylor Wimpey team for their
hard work during the year. Working together, we have delivered a strong
operational and ﬁnancial performance in 2016, with continued growth in
proﬁtability, building
newofhomes
across thedisclosures
Group, includingcalled
Spain Brexit out at
Companies
with14,112
some
the better
(excluding joint ventures), during 2016. More detailed information on our
the
start
of
the
annual
report,
for
instance
it
is
an
ﬁnancial performance can be found within the Group ﬁnancial review onarea of focus for
pages 48
to 52. During 2016
we also paid £356 million to shareholders via
Taylor
Wimpey’s
Chairman:
total dividends and invested £363 million into the communities in which we
Whilst the purpose of the Annual Report and Accounts is to
operate, through planning obligations, providing infrastructure, affordable
accurately depict the Company’s activities during the year in a fair,
housing and community facilities, including education facilities, public
balanced and understandable way, we recognise that for many of
transport and play areas.
our shareholders their focus will be on the next year and beyond.
The EU Referendum
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1.4 What principal risks is Brexit creating?
Almost two thirds of companies surveyed (62% or 37 out of 60) had
changed their principal risks to reflect the impact of Brexit.
A further seven companies mentioned Brexit in the risk
management section but concluded there was no reason to alter
their principal risks at present. The risks disclosed in relation to
Brexit varied from general political/economical risks to taxation
and other more industry/company specific risks.
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BAE Systems | Annual Report 2016

Principal
risks

1.4.1 Geopolitical or economic environment
The most common change disclosed was, as expected, in political or economic environment risk (95% of companies that changed their
principal risks). Many companies mentioned political uncertainty or (non-specific) market volatility as a consequence of Brexit, which may
have an impact on economic activity, creating economic slowdown or even downturn. Companies talk about “a reduction in economic
activity” (Convatec) and “dampened demand from business in certain regions” (Informa) which could result in lower sales.

Risks are identified based on the likelihood of occurrence
and the potential impact on the Group. The Group’s principal
risks are identified below, together with a description of how
Certain services companies disclose a risk of a potential reduction in UK public spending, including on outsourcing contracts, due to
we mitigate
those BAE
risks.
uncertainty.
For example,
Systems highlights potential changes in Government’s defence spending:
1. Defence spending

The Group is dependent on defence spending.
Description

Impact

Mitigation

In 2016, 91% of the Group’s sales were
defence-related.

Lower defence spending by the
Group’s major customers could
have a material adverse effect
on the Group’s future results
and financial condition.

The business is geographically spread across US, UK and
international defence markets:
– In the US, following the two-year Bipartisan Budget
Act signed in 2015, the defence market outlook is
improving with encouraging signs of a return to
growth in defence budgets.
– In the UK, the Spending Review in 2015 outlined a 3.1%
real-term increase to the defence budget by 2020 as part
of the commitment to spend 2% of Gross Domestic
Product on defence.
– In Saudi Arabia, regional tensions continue to dictate that
defence remains a high priority.

Defence spending by governments can
fluctuate depending on political considerations,
budgetary constraints, specific threats and
movements in the international oil price.
There have been constraints on government
expenditure in a number of the Group’s
principal markets, in particular in the US and
UK. The results of the 2016 elections in the
US and EU referendum in the UK have led to
a period of uncertainty.

The diverse product and services portfolio is marketed
across a range of defence markets. BAE Systems benefits
from a large order backlog, with established positions
on long-term programmes in the US, UK, Saudi Arabia
and Australia.
BAE Systems has a growing portfolio of commercial
businesses, including commercial avionics and the
commercial areas of the Applied Intelligence business.
Sales in commercial markets represented 9% of the
Group’s sales in 2016.

BAE
Systems Annual
Report 2016, p60
2. Government
customers
The Group’s largest customers are governments.
Description

Impact

Mitigation

The Group has long-standing relationships
and security arrangements with a number of
its government customers, including its three
largest customers, the governments of the
US, UK and Saudi Arabia, and their agencies.
It is important that these relationships and
arrangements are maintained.

Deterioration in the Group’s
principal government relationships
resulting in the failure to obtain
contracts or expected funding
appropriations, adverse changes
in the terms of its arrangements
with those customers or their
agencies, or the termination
of contracts could have a
material adverse effect on the
Group’s future results and
financial condition.

Government customers have sophisticated procurement
and security organisations with which the Group can have
long-standing relationships with well-established and
understood terms of business.

In the defence and security industries,
governments can typically modify contracts
for their convenience or terminate them at
short notice. Long-term US government
contracts, for example, are funded annually
and are subject to cancellation if funding
appropriations for subsequent periods are
not made. Governments also from time to
time review their terms of trade and underlying
policies and seek to impose such new terms
and policies when entering into new contracts.
The Group’s performance on its contracts
with some government customers is subject
to financial audits and other reviews which
can result in adjustments to prices and costs.

In the event of a customer terminating a contract for
convenience, the Group would typically be paid for work
done and commitments made at the time of termination.
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client Capitabeing
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At 1 July 2016, aggregate goodwill of $3,025m (1 July 2015: $2,787m) had been allocated to CGUs that were not considered
the UK
individually significant. The Group’s CGUs do not carry on their balance sheets any significant intangible assets with indefinite useful
Some
lives,companies
other thanmentioned
goodwill. an impact to their accounting. For example, HSBC mentions that management adjusted the discount rates
used
in testing for impairment
due tothe
thecash
results
of theofUK
decision:
Management’s
judgementofingoodwill
estimating
flows
a referendum
CGU: The cash
flow projections for each CGU are based on plans

approved by the GMB. For the goodwill impairment test conducted at 1 July 2016, management’s cash flow projections until the end
of 2020 were used.
Discount rate: The rate used to discount the cash flows is based on the cost of capital assigned to each CGU, which is derived
using a capital asset pricing model (‘CAPM’). CAPM depends on a number of inputs reflecting financial and economic variables,
including the risk-free rate and a premium to reflect the inherent risk of the business being evaluated. These variables are based on
the market’s assessment of the economic variables and management’s judgement. The discount rates for each CGU are refined to
reflect the rates of inflation for the countries within which the CGU operate. In addition, for the purposes of testing goodwill for
impairment, management supplements this process by comparing the discount rates derived using the internally generated CAPM,
with cost of capital rates produced by external sources for businesses operating in similar markets. For the purpose of goodwill
testing as at 1 July 2016, all European CGUs include a 100bps uplift to reflect the increased risk in European markets following the
UK referendum on membership of the EU.

£

600bn

Nominal
long-term
growth
The long-term
HSBC
Holdings
Annual Report
andrate:
Accounts
2016, p239growth rate is used to extrapolate the cash flows in perpetuity because of the
perspective within the Group of business units making up the CGUs. These growth rates reflect GDP and inflation for the
countries within which the CGU operates or derives revenue from.
WORTH OF ASSETS

600bn

ADMINISTERED

InGlobal
additionBanking
to service
continuation
mobility, which are
Some companies will be affected by rises in import costs: GKN
and
Markets and
CGUstaff
basis
discussed in the next section, Schroders also considered an
talks about the impact to its integrated European supply chain:
As described on page 44, the Group has changed its operating segments from a geographical region to a global businesses basis,
impact
to
fund
liquidity
as
one
of
the
possible
Brexit
outcomes:
and this change prompted a review of the goodwill allocation. Following this review it has been determined that Global Banking and
OF ASSETS
Markets should be assessed as a single CGU rather than onWORTH
a regional
basis reflecting the global management and customer base of
ADMINISTERED
this business. An analysis was performed and Global Banking and Markets is considered to have significant headroom to support its
goodwill. All other CGUs remain unchanged.

£

Sensitivities of key assumptions in calculating VIU
At 1 July 2016, Retail Banking and Wealth Management – Europe was sensitive to reasonably possible adverse changes in the
discount rate, growth rate or management’s projections of cash flows assumptions supporting the recoverable amount. Changes in
one or more of these assumptions could cause an impairment to be recognised. In making an estimate of reasonably possible
changes to assumptions, management considers the available evidence in respect of each input to the model such as the external
range of discount rates observable, historical performance against forecast and risks attaching to the key assumptions underlying
cash flow projections.
The following table presents a summary of the key assumptions underlying the most sensitive inputs to the model for this CGU; the
key risks attached; and details of a reasonably possible change to assumptions where, in the opinion of management, these could
result in an impairment.

Schroders Annual Report and Accounts 2016, p64

GKN Annual Report and Accounts 2016, p21
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1.4.2 Foreign exchange/treasury
The second most common impact, mentioned by
14 companies which changed their principal risks, was foreign
exchange fluctuation since the referendum in June 2016 and the
impact this has on the operations and results of the companies
surveyed.
In 2016 we continued to build on all the
Strategic
Report
Governance
Financial
Statements
GKN
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exchangewe
impact
tremendous
progress
haveby
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I
think
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can
feel
both
proud
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their sales and operating profits, it had a negative impact to debt
our achievements to date and very
linked to overseas currencies
and liabilities:
confident
about the long-term future of
this business.

Operating margin
Operating margin
(%)

The year was not without its difficulties,
of course, and a number of external
factors took the gloss off what was
otherwise another powerful performance
by the Group, none more so than the
unexpected UK vote to leave the EU and
the subsequent sharp fall in the value of
the pound.

currency, as explained by International AirlinesWillie
Group:Walsh

Chief Executive Officer

The plain fact is no company can control
exchange rates. Although we do hedge
against fluctuations in our transactional
costs, we do not and would not hedge
against translation to our reporting
currency – that is something that the
investment community has to factor into
its assessments of our performance.
As a result of these factors we reported
a full year operating profit of €2.5 billion
compared with €2.3 billion in 2015.
Although that outcome is below our
expectations, I believe it is still a very
strong result given the considerable
turbulence we faced during the year
and it’s one which we can still be very
proud of.
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7 4,992
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British American Tobacco Annual Report and Accounts 2016, p21
1. The term ‘passporting’ means exercising the right for a firm registered in the European Economic Area to do business in any other EEA state without needing
further authorisation in each country.
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the external impact of
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subsequent sharp fall
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Nevertheless, we are
very confident about the
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future and convinced the
The Board and its committees of course
best is yet to come.”
faced some challenges during the year,

thank Scott for his significant contribution
to the Group over this time. In March 2017
we announced a number of Board
Governance in focus | The risks and opportunities of Brexit – survey of FTSE 100
changes. Further details on this and our
approach to succession planning are set
out in the Chairman’s Governance letter.
We remain conscious of the need to
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The airline industry is heavily regulated
and there is a continual need to keep
well informed and adapt to (as
required) any legislative or regulatory
changes across the jurisdictions in
which easyJet operates.
Failure to comply with legislative

easyJet has an in-house legal team to advise on legal issues and developments, and
to monitor compliance with formal regulatory requirements. It also has a panel of
external legal advisers both in the UK and in key easyJet markets, who are briefed
to keep easyJet informed of any changes or new legislation and to assist easyJet
in developing appropriate responses to such legislation.
In addition, a Head of Compliance has recently been appointed to develop and lead
internal compliance programmes.
The Regulatory Affairs Group co-ordinates easyJet’s role in influencing future and

A major incident results in
ITV being unable to continue
with scheduled broadcasting
for a sustained period.

• ITV’s broadcast technology
• A risk register of broadcast operations, including key
chain is complex and risk can
outsourced functions, is in place and reviewed on a
in focus
| The risks and opportunities of Brexit – survey of FTSE 100
materialise within ITV or with Governance
regular
basis.
third parties responsible for
• Major incident scenario testing takes place bi-annually.
servicing the broadcast
• An incident management process has been agreed and
supply chain.
full disaster recovery plans are in place.

There is a significant
or unexpected change in
regulation or legislation.

• ITV could be affected if there is
• ITV regularly communicates with appropriate groups
a change in UK media or
and its legal panel and Ofcom to monitor potential
intellectual property regulation
policy, legal and regulatory developments.
or legislation; for example if
there is a change in advertising
restrictions in key categories.
• Highlighted below are key risks
Amongst broadcasters, ITV highlighted the
access
issueUnion
and potential barriers against UK companies selling programming to EU
as amarket
result of
European
membership referendum.
companies

Impact of exiting the European Union
As a result of UK European Union membership referendum, any
macro uncertainty may have a knock on impact to the overall
health of the UK television advertising market.
Further there could be wider changes in regulation or legislation
within the markets in which we operate. While the potential
changes and the impact of any such changes will remain unknown
for a while, ITV could, for example, be affected by changes to:
• EU broadcasting legislation and/or rules around EU market
access, for example potential barriers against UK companies
selling programming to, or investing in, EU companies;
• indirect taxation, direct taxation or transfer pricing regulation;
• restrictions to free movement of our staff.

In addition, given the reciprocal nature of worldwide trade deals,
there could also be knock on changes to UK legislation affecting
broadcasting and intellectual property laws. For example, there
may be pressure to weaken obligations to purchase original
content made in the UK or to broaden exceptions from intellectual
property protection.
The likelihood or extent of any impact is currently unknown but
going forward we will closely monitor and evaluate any potential
areas of risk.

ITV Annual Report and Accounts 2016, p53
In terms of the movement of people, Schroders has revised its principal risks to reflect a potential issue of staff mobility in and out of the
EU as a result of Brexit:

53

Schroders Annual Report and Accounts 2016, p43
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Identifying what may affect
In the construction sector, access to EU labour skills was highlighted by the companies surveyed. Persimmon revised its principal risks
our performance
to reflect a potential lack of construction skills due to restricted labour movement, which might impact both costs and building activity:
Other financial services companies also raised similar risks in relation to staff movement, hiring and retention.

The principal risks which may affect our business and the future performance of the Group are set out below.
Impact

Mitigation

UK’s exit
from the EU

Following the referendum vote on 23 June 2016 and
the decision to leave the European Union, uncertainty
surrounding the outlook for the UK economy has increased.
Such uncertainty may reduce consumer confidence such
that demand and pricing for new homes may be impacted
affecting revenues, profits and cash flows and may result in
the impairment of asset values. In addition, the devaluation
of the UK currency and a possible tightening of the
availability of construction skills due to potential changes to
legislation governing free movement of labour may impact
costs and build activity.

We continue to closely monitor the impact of this increased uncertainty on
the UK economy and the housing market through the review of external
information and changes in the behaviour of our customer base. Close
management of work in progress levels matching supply to demand will
continue and land investment decisions will continue to be assessed, including
measures to ensure exposure to market disruption is mitigated. The overall
shortage of supply of housing in the UK may provide a degree of support to
the housing market should these circumstances arise. Action taken by the
Government to adjust policy to support UK economic performance may
provide further mitigation as might any response with respect to interest
rates by the Bank of England.

Change in 2016

Strategic report

Risk

We will continue to employ robust tendering processes to maintain strong
cost control over Group sourcing. In addition, we will remain focused on our
training initiatives to improve the supply of the necessary construction skills
the Group requires.
The housebuilding industry is sensitive to changes in

regional
economic
conditions

decrease demand and pricing for new homes, which could
have a material effect on our business revenues, margins
and profits and result in the impairment of asset values.

We control the level of build onsite by closely managing our work in progress
levels. We carry out extensive due diligence prior to our land investment
decisions to capture best returns. We monitor our geographical spread to
mitigate the effects of local microeconomic fluctuations. We monitor lead
indicators on the future direction of the UK housing market so as to manage
our exposure to any future market disruption.
We monitor Bank of England commentary on credit conditions. We ensure
that our investment in land and work in progress is appropriate for our level of
sales and our expectations for market conditions. We monitor the Council of
Mortgage Lenders’ monthly reports and lenders’ announcements for trends in
lending. The Government’s Help to Buy scheme, which currently is anticipated
to remain available until 2021, supports customers to gain access to the
housing market across the UK with very competitive mortgage rates.

Health and
safety

The health and safety of our employees, subcontractors,
home owners and visitors to our construction sites is of
paramount importance to us. Accidents on our sites could
lead to reputational damage and financial penalties.

We ensure that the Board’s health and safety strategy is implemented by our
comprehensive management systems and controls, overseen by our Group
Health and Safety Department to minimise accidents on our sites.

Regulatory
compliance

Our business is subject to extensive and complex laws and
regulations relating to planning and the environment. Our
obligations to comply with legislation can result in delays
causing us to incur substantial costs and prohibit or restrict
land development and construction. Non compliance could
also result in damage to the Group’s reputation.

We operate comprehensive management systems to ensure regulatory
compliance. We hold a landbank sufficient to provide security of supply for
short to medium term requirements and engage extensively with planning
stakeholders.

Materials

Expansion in UK housebuilding has driven an increase in
demand for materials and may cause availability constraints
and/or costs to increase ahead of our expectations.

We closely monitor our build programmes and our supply chain enabling us
to manage and react to any supply chain issues. We build good relationships
with suppliers to maintain consistency of supply and management of costs.
To strengthen our control over brick supply and cost, we have recently
constructed our own brick plant, which will be commissioned in Q1 2017.
This complements our existing offsite manufacturing capability at Space4,
the Group’s business producing timber frames and highly insulated wall
panels and roof cassettes which provides a modern method of constructing
new homes.

Labour

Having an appropriately skilled workforce is a key
requirement for housebuilding. Expansion in UK
housebuilding has increased demand for skilled labour
which may create site resourcing shortfalls and/or increase
labour costs ahead of our expectations.

We closely monitor our build programmes to enable us to manage our labour
requirements. We operate in-house apprentice and training programmes to
supply the Group with skilled labour.

Other information

Any restrictions in the availability of mortgages for our
customers could reduce demand for our homes and
affect revenues, profits and cash flows. Early withdrawal
of the Government sponsored Help to Buy scheme could
reduce demand from first time buyers and other customers
impacting revenues, profits, and cash flows.

Financial statements

Mortgage
availability

Governance

National

unemployment,
ratesp29
and consumer confidence.
Persimmon
Annual
Reportinterest
2016,
and
Any deterioration in economic conditions may significantly

We are committed to playing a full and active role in external initiatives to
address the skills shortage such as the Home Building Skills Partnership,
a joint initiative of the Construction Industry Training Board and the Home
Builders Federation.
Where appropriate we use the Group’s Space4 modern method of
construction which reduces the site based skilled labour required in
the construction of our homes.

Strategy

The Board has adopted its strategy as it believes it is the
one most likely to add the greatest sustainable value for
shareholders and stakeholders. It is possible that, with
time, factors become known that indicate that the strategy
currently being pursued is not the most effective or efficient
and that alternative strategies may be more appropriate.

The Group’s strategy is agreed by the Board at an annual strategy meeting
and thereafter regularly reviewed at Board meetings and by the Executive
Directors. The Board engages with management and employees to ensure
the strategy is communicated and understood and that all employees have a
clear understanding of the potential benefits and risks of the strategy. Further
information is included in the Strategic Update from page 24.

Key:
Increased risk
Persimmon Plc
Annual Report – December 2016
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2. How can companies mitigate the risks?
In this section, we examine ways in which companies can seek
to understand and manage ongoing uncertainty such as the
uncertainties around Brexit.
We then describe our survey results on how companies disclose
any mitigation they had put in place in relation to Brexit – both as
part of their principal risks disclosure and part of their overall risk
management and governance structures.
2.1 How can companies understand and manage
uncertainty?
Our approach to dealing with ongoing uncertainty such as Brexit
involves three steps that help companies create robust and agile
Brexit contingency plans. All of these steps are important for
companies to reach the right decisions.

Impact assessment

The most successful methods we have seen involve getting all the
right people from the organisation together to think holistically
about the risks that could arise as a result of Brexit, how the
different risks could interact and how best to prepare to face those
risks.
Who should be involved?
•• It’s not only a matter of getting the regulatory and tax experts in
the room – commercial, operations, logistics and procurement,
legal and HR will be just as important to getting the right
outcome, as may other experts depending on specific facts and
circumstances.
•• For multinational businesses, it’s critical to remember it won’t just
be the UK operations that need to be consulted. We advocate
an inside-out perspective (UK looking out) but also an outside-in
perspective (European/Global view) to get the full picture.
•• And finally, don’t forget the general workforce. Crowdsourcing is
an increasingly common and useful method of finding the gaps
that could expose you to risk in the group that has already been
convened and working out how to fill them.

Ongoing uncertainty

Sometimes, of course external experts will be needed to help
identify the gaps in the organisation’s knowledge and fill those gaps
where possible with external experts. But how to identify when
external experts might be needed?
Monitor and act

Strategic choices

Impact assessment – assessing the impact of potential
changes and identifying key decision points
Strategic choices – defining the options the company has to
respond to change and preparing for action
Monitor and act – monitoring the ongoing situation and
being ready to act proportionately at the right time

Critical to this three step process is the right quality of inputs from
the right people.

•• In many cases, this will become obvious from the discussions
where various internal parties realise more expertise is needed
to identify the right decision points and how to deal with
those. For example, an area where external experts are often
involved is for financial services where passporting is a big
issue and companies are already talking about business model
adjustments (see example of HSBC on p.14).
•• It is also very helpful to pool industry expertise – if peers in your
industry are not already getting together to discuss the risks and
the way they are being approached, it may be time to convene
that first round-table, with peers or with your trade association.
•• Finally, member organisations that work across different
industries are pulling together information to support their
membership. Looking at material produced by the Institute
of Directors or the CBI, for instance, could provide additional
stimulus for your discussions.
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All of this should put companies in the best position to identify the risks to their individual business and work out what needs to be done
about them.
When should companies start to plan for and introduce change?
We encourage companies to prepare for a Brexit scenario of maximum change in order to cope with all possible outcomes as the
uncertainty will stay high until the deal is ratified. If you are ready for maximum change you are ready for everything else. Projecting those
risks and key decision points to a maximum change scenario means management can take a step back and look at the strategic choices
and key decisions that must be made, and determine when they must be made.
This could be relocating or duplicating certain key roles and functions, moving an operational plant to an EU base or similar critical
decision points.
Also there will be a need to evaluate periodically to ensure alignment with broader corporate goals and the sector agenda as the macro
environment evolves.
The diagram below illustrates the importance of identifying key decisions and how a company can determine when to implement change.
Figure 3. How should companies determine when to make their decisions?
Whilst nobody can predict the outcome of the next two years of negotiations, we can be sure that Brexit will require all organisations to take some big
decisions. Some will require lengthy and complicated preparations, and for many, there will be advantages in thinking about this sooner rather than later.
The key is to preserve decision-space for as long as possible by planning ahead.

Article 50 triggered:
29 March 2017

Decision points

Brexit:
March 2019

Expected 2 year exit negotiation period

Possible transition period

New UK/EU relationship develops
New relationships between UK and countries outside of EU develop

Scenario planning and decision making should be informed by the company’s risk appetite: For example, incurring greater cost at an early
stage could help to mitigate the maximum change scenario, but could turn out to be more expensive than waiting and discovering the
actual outcome is better than anticipated.
•• A large shift in uncertainty can change the risk preferences of a company, serving as a timely reminder to assess the state of the
company’s risk appetite. Brexit has affected the determination of risk appetite for many boards.
•• Risk appetite has therefore become a more prominent consideration in the boardroom, particularly in relation to the numerous
decisions that will have to be made whilst the details of the exit are being negotiated. As a result, the way that the board determines risk
appetite is an integral part of the decision-making process.
•• Whilst decision making and scenario analysis tools can support boards with this process, the organisation will need strong governance
values with clearly defined principles and boundaries for risk appetite. This approach will allow the board to ensure consistent and
transparent decision making which is unmistakeably rooted in its governance and values framework.
•• Finally, by identifying the potential impact of Brexit on the company, the board can employ scenario analysis to determine a series
of possible outcomes. The results compared to the capacity and risk appetite of the business will help to inform further action.
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What we did in 2016
Board Risk Committee report
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In addition, the Committee also covered the following matters in 2016:
■■

■■

assessed Barclays’ exposures to the leveraged finance market and
general conditions in that market
was briefed by PwC on any risk matters associated with the 2015
year-end audit, specifically impairment; the valuation of the ESHLA
portfolio; and a valuation disparity with a third party

evaluated the outcomes of the assessment of the Committee’s
performance and any areas of Committee performance that needed
be enhanced
2.2toWhat
did companies in our survey sample disclose?
■■

■■ reviewed and updated its terms of reference, recommending them
The
main approach to managing or mitigating Brexit risk was in line with our expectations – namely, contingency planning. 38% of our
to the Board for approval.
sample (23 of 60 companies reviewed) disclosed some form of contingency planning or scenario planning in relation to Brexit.

Barclays offered a helpful case study outlining their contingency planning process:

Governance in Action –
contingency planning for the UK’s EU Referendum
A significant external risk event in 2016 was the UK’s Referendum
on its continued membership of the EU. The Board Risk Committee
actively tracked this emerging risk throughout 2016, both before
and after the vote.
Pre-EU Referendum activity by the Committee included:
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

debating the UK’s potential exit from the EU, including evaluating
an assessment of the potential impacts on Barclays of a leave vote
and discussing the key messages for policymakers and prudential
authorities on the risks
evaluating Barclays’ potential exposures if there were to be a vote
to leave the EU, including assessing the steps taken by management
to mitigate any risk (such as reducing any currency mismatches) in
order to position Barclays defensively to manage the impact of any
volatility on market and funding risk
assessing the likelihood of any operational risk issues that might
arise if there was a period of market volatility following a leave vote
conducting an overall review of the appropriateness of Barclays’
preparations for any market dislocation

Post-EU Referendum activity by the Committee included:
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

reporting to the Board on the Committee’s deliberations.

In addition to the activities undertaken by the Committee, Board
members, including certain non-executive Directors, participated in a
Group crisis management planning exercise based on the UK voting
to leave the EU. The exercise focused on Barclays’ response and
communications planning in the event of a vote to leave; articulating
some of the high level impact scenarios following a vote to leave; and
determining the decisions and ensuing direction required from
Barclays’ Crisis Leadership Team.

■■

■■

■■

■■

convening a special meeting to discuss and evaluate the
effectiveness of Barclays’ preparations, concluding that the plans
developed had been executed satisfactorily
assessing the performance of the actions taken to manage the
impact of volatility on market and funding risk
evaluating a revised stressed outlook, based on revised economic
assumptions, and its impact on Barclays’ risk profile, deliberating the
effect of the revised outlook on forecast impairment and on capital
and funding, market risk and credit risk
considering Barclays’ exposures to European banks in anticipation
of potential market disruption in the Eurozone and the actions that
had been taken to limit such exposures
discussing with management the actions that had been taken to
reduce risk appetite and limits on exposures to residential property
development, high loan-to-value mortgages and buy to-let lending
and other actions that had been implemented to manage risk in
higher risk retail segments and corporate portfolios
encouraging management to consider the strategic implications
of the leave vote
emphasising to management the need to fully and openly engage
on matters of mutual concern with the UK government and
regulators given the new political and economic environment
continuing to track the potential impact of the leave vote and the
actions being taken by management to deal with any emerging
signs of stress in Barclays’ portfolios
reporting to the Board on the Committee’s deliberations.

The full Board also met in the aftermath of the vote result to be
briefed on how Barclays had performed during the period of volatility
immediately following the result, including discussing Barclays’ capital
and liquidity position; market conditions; communications with
employees and with customers and clients; contact with regulators
and the UK government; the outlook for the UK economy; share price
performance and potential strategic impacts.
Read more about Barclays’ risk management on pages 145
to 162 and in our Pillar 3 report, which is available online at
barclays.com/annualreport

Barclays Annual Report 2016, p72
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this ever be necessary. While clearly we do
not envisage such circumstances as other
than extremely remote, completion of a
Governance in focus | The risks and opportunities of Brexit – survey of FTSE 100
comprehensive resolution framework is a
necessary pillar supporting HSBC’s ability to
continue to operate as one of the world’s G-SIBs.
Indeed, our strategy is built around maintaining
the scale and the reach of our international
network, which in 2016 again demonstrated its
resilience and competitive advantages.
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There have been several changes in the make-up of our
Committees, with a change in the chairmanship of three Board
Committees, with Andy Martin succeeding Adèle Anderson and
John Browett as Chair of the Finance Committee (in December
2015) and the IT Oversight and Governance Committee (in
January 2016) respectively. On the Safety Committee, Chris
Browne succeeded Professor Rigas Doganis as Chair of the
Safety Committee on 1 March 2016 and Dr. Andreas Bierwirth
A number of the companies surveyed (surprisingly not all) also
has subsequently become Chair following Chris Browne
mentioned a creation of a working group or a sub-committee
stepping down from the Board on 30 September 2016. The
tomembership
monitor the of
risks
developments
in relation
to Brexit:
theand
Board’s
Committees
as at 14 November

Tangible benefits accrue to our shareholders
from the detailed work done with our regulators
to demonstrate the strength of our capital position
and the effectiveness of our resolution planning.
HSBC also included extensive disclosures in relation to contingency
Beyond supporting the maintenance of our
planning and indicated that the company strongly endorses the
dividend, in 2016 management’s efforts created
view that an implementation phase is needed. It estimates that
the capacity to return capital to shareholders
around 1000 staff may need to be relocated from London to Paris
2016, and the changes made during the 2016 financial year
by way
of a share buy-back and demonstrated
and up to this date, can be found on pages 44 to 45.
due
to Brexit:
justification for a reduction in the additional
London Stock Exchange Group plc Annual Report December 2016
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onascorporate
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We welcomed Chris Browne to the Board as NonExecutive Director in January 2016. On 30 September 2016
she stepped down from the Board to join the easyJet Executive
Management Team as Chief Operating Officer from 1 October
2016. Andrew Findlay joined the Company and the Board as
Chief Financial Officer at the start of the 2016 financial year.
Both individuals have brought valuable experience to our
business and further strengthened our composition in
respect of experience, skills and personal attributes.
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in emerging markets, where significant demographic changes and societal trends are
increasing demand for healthcare, our Pharmaceuticals business sells 47% more volume
Governance
in focus
| Theof
risks
and opportunities
of Brexit
than our nearest competitor. In emerging markets,
we sell
70%
our
vaccines,
and– survey
the of FTSE 100
region represents one-third of our Consumer Healthcare business.
Our strategy to create three balanced businesses helps mitigate risk because we can
access growth opportunities around the world and navigate changes both in our portfolio
and the challenges we face in today’s operating environment.

As a global company, we understand the benefits of free trade and globalisation but also the

GSK also mentions engagement with government, both directly and through industry bodies, to address the needs of the industry during
importance of companies like ours having a significant local presence in the communities in
EU exit negotiations:

which we operate. We have a large global footprint and can make an important contribution to
the markets in which we operate in, for example, through the tax we pay and the jobs we create.
Engaging with government, both directly and through industry trade bodies such as ABPI and
BIA, is an important way we can inform policy that will impact our sector. For example, through
the UK EU Life Sciences Steering Group, GSK is working closely with our peers and the UK
government to address the needs of our industry during the EU exit negotiations. Overall, we
continue to believe that Brexit will not cause a material impact on our financial position in the
long term, but may cause some disruption over the short-term.

GSK Annual Report 2016, p11

Our strategy to focus on pricing our products at a level that provides attractive volume expansion
opportunities means we are able to access patients and consumers around the world.
We understand payer and patient concerns about the affordability of healthcare, and we are
leading efforts to develop sustainable solutions. Our equitable pricing strategy for medicines
and vaccines is based on the country, disease area, product type and the patient’s ability to pay.
In the US, we have launched our six newest products priced similar to or below those of the
medicines we aim to replace. We are also pioneering efforts to show the impact our medicines
can have in real-world clinical practice settings.
As a research-based company, we rely on the protection of patents, regulatory data exclusivity,
and other rights, to ensure a reasonable return on our investment. However, we recognise the
need for a flexible approach to patent protection. In 2016, we expanded our current approach
to filing and enforcing patents by opting not to file for patent protection in least-developed and
low-income countries and by granting licences to generic manufacturers to supply versions of
our medicines in lower middle income countries (other than G20 countries).

Being a responsible business is fundamental to GSK. We understand that society requires
businesses to behave with integrity. How we operate is as important as the financial results
we deliver: we lead industry efforts on access to medicines; clinical trial data transparency;
and the fight against anti-microbial resistance. In evolving our commercial model to ensure
patients’ interests come first, we no longer pay healthcare professionals to speak on our behalf.
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3. Do companies identify any Brexit opportunities?

3.2 Which opportunities were disclosed by our survey
sample?
Associated British Foods’ disclosures recognised the
opportunities presented by weaker sterling, which has a potential
ap correctly reflects the group’s countries of operation and has been amended from that
for local producers to replace imported food:
3.1 What type of opportunities might exist?
on of the Annual Report that was distributed to shareholders, which included a printing error.
The challenges associated with Brexit are widely recognised and
often debated in the media; the opportunities are less obvious and
less often cited by companies. Necessity being the mother
clothingwere
retailers
The referendum on the UK’s continued
of invention, companies are beginning to think about coping
clines seen in
membership of the EU has created
mechanisms and opportunities.
Last but not least, we looked into whether companies surveyed
identified any Brexit opportunities. 12% mentioned opportunities
in relation to Brexit, varying by company and industry.
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With the diversity of
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broad geographical
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balance sheet, we
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of sterling.”
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EU referendum
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some short-term uncertainties including
a decline in the value of sterling.
However, changes in legislation and
trade agreements, particularly in the
areas of trade tariffs and UK agricultural
policy have the potential to benefit the
group, and the current level of sterling
offers UK food producers significant
opportunities to replace imported
food and build export markets. We are
therefore engaging with a number of
UK Government departments to ensure
that the full range of opportunities and
risks, as they affect ABF, are recognised.

Associated British Foods Annual Report and Accounts 2016, p7

George Weston
Chief Executive
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Appendix: Brexit risks and opportunities – Deloitte’s model
One of the ways we visualise key risks and opportunities across all industries is in three dimensions: market access, movement of people
and opportunities. This is depicted below to stimulate thinking about areas companies may wish to include when scenario planning for the
risk of Brexit.

Brexit
Issues &
Opportunities

Market Access

Movement of People

Operations

Opportunities

Social Security

Regulation

Trade
International Trade

Immigration

Tax
Market
conditions

Operations

Industrial
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IT & Data
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Development

Hosting
& Cloud
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Further resources
This section pulls together additional resources that may be useful as a deeper dive on governance topics of interest, or which we believe
can add insight on Brexit risk and the impacts that can be associated with it. For support on any matters relating to Brexit, you can contact
our dedicated team on brexitsupport@deloitte.co.uk.
As always, do get in touch with your Deloitte partner or with the Deloitte governance team if you would like to discuss any areas in more
detail.

Governance publications

The vote to leave: key considerations for half year reporting explores the key reporting considerations for
directors arising from the vote to leave the EU.

Other recommended Deloitte Brexit publications
We have a dedicated web page devoted to Brexit considerations which is kept up to date with a blog
by Deloitte’s CEO, David Sproul, together with our current publications and thinking on the topic.

A guide to Brexit: Immigration, global mobility and reward explains how leaving the EU is governed under
Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty and the timelines and stages involved, to support businesses in calm and
considered decision making.

Flying through the clouds explores the impact of Brexit on the travel and aviation sectors. The industry is
wondering how best to respond to the growing uncertainty over its future and businesses want to know
the detail on what to expect in order to plan ahead. In addition, it is very important that the aviation and
travel industry gets involved in the debate when it comes to renegotiation.

Need to know: UK exit from the European Union discusses income tax reporting following triggering
of Article 50 by the United Kingdom and which transactions might be affected.
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Contacts
Risk advisory – Brexit:
If you would like to contact a specialist in managing uncertainty related to Brexit regarding any matters in this report, please email
brexitsupport@deloitte.co.uk or one of the specialists below:

David Noon
+44 (0) 20 7007 3660
dnoon@deloitte.co.uk

Rick Cudworth
+44 (0) 20 7303 4760
rcudworth@deloitte.co.uk

Sally Jones
+44 (0) 20 7007 9761
saljones@deloitte.co.uk

Other specialist contacts
If you would like to contact a specialist in taxation or immigration risk regarding any matters in this report, please contact:

Andy Wilde
Taxation
+44 (0) 161 455 8556
awilde@deloitte.co.uk
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Jurga McCluskey
Immigration
+44 (0) 20 7007 7668
jmccluskey@deloitte.co.uk
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The Deloitte Centre for Corporate Governance
If you would like to contact us please email corporategovernance@deloitte.co.uk or use the details provided below:

Tracy Gordon
+44 (0) 20 7007 3812
+44 (0) 7930 364431
trgordon@deloitte.co.uk

Corinne Sheriff
+44 (0) 20 7007 8368
+44 (0) 7824 609772
csheriff@deloitte.co.uk

William Touche
+44 (0) 20 7007 3352
+44 (0) 7711 691591
wtouche@deloitte.co.uk

The Deloitte Academy
The Deloitte Academy provides support and guidance to boards,
committees and individual directors, principally of the FTSE 350,
through a series of briefings and bespoke training. Membership of
the Deloitte Academy is free to board directors of listed companies,
and includes access to the Deloitte Academy business centre
between Covent Garden and the City.
Members receive copies of our regular publications on Corporate
Governance and a newsletter. There is also a dedicated members’
website www.deloitteacademy.co.uk which members can use to
register for briefings and access additional relevant resources.
For further details about the Deloitte Academy, including
membership, please email enquiries@deloitteacademy.co.uk.
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